MEXICO-TO-CANADA NON-STOP AUTO RUN IS BREAKING MOTOR RECORDS

Chandler Six Crosses 1880 Miles From Tijuana to Portland, Carrying Fire Hose. Without Engine or Wheels Once Stopping. Crossing of Three Mile Railroad Bridge. Yankee is Fastest Sled.

Near Vancouver End of Three Mile Railroad Bridge

Mexico to Canada (Chandler Six) Non Stop Run

Quality Not Limited

Every maker who advertises his wonderful low price acknowledges that his car is in the class where price counts more than anything else—that he is in competition on a price basis.

You know what that means. In all such cars, every dollar's worth of value that can be put into them is figured out in advance, and is LIMITED by that low selling price. Hence, low price means low quality.

How hopeless it is, then, to expect in a low-priced car that thorough and continuing satisfaction that the owner of the high-grade Winton Six enjoys! For the Winton Six is designed and built—not to meet a low price, but to satisfy high expectations, to possess every merit that contributes to an owner's delight. Its quality is not limited by price restrictions, nor by other makers' standards. Yet the Winton Six costs very little more than cars of ordinary worth. And when you buy a Winton Six, you enjoy the additional advantage of having it finished to meet your own taste, thereby giving your personal car a touch of distinction. Winton Sixes are never mistaken on the street for commonplace cars.

The Winton Company
Winton Building, 25th and Washington Sts. Phone Main 4241

ACCESSIBILITY IS POINT
Wipers Laid or New Features of Mitchell Six Model

Phone: 200 telephones in the country.

An Island of Rubber

SOURCES OF RUBBER SUPPLY DESCRIBED

Embargo by England Lifted

Only Through Efforts of Club in London.

PREPARATION MODES VARY

Fibers Gathered From Unordained Trees. Pecan Market in Northen Mexico, Texas, South America, Mexico. Central Africa and Burma.


dlode

See if there is any chance for rubber? And the contribution made to the industry from these sources is equal to the contribution made by any other source of supply. These sources have been ignored or overlooked. The advantage of gathering rubber in these sources is that the rubber is gathered in the natural form. The rubber is gathered from the plantations to the rubber mill.

Alaska.

There is a great deal of rubber growing in Alaska. The rubber is gathered from the plantations to the rubber mill.

Accessories Ready

Great Advance in Mirror

Head of Wolves—Oversized Cowl,

Continued Early and World Car.

The new development of the automobile has been the world car. In a country where the automobile was first introduced, the time is coming when the automobile will be a necessity. The automobile is a necessity in any other country where it has been introduced.

BOWSER

GASOLINE AND OIL TANKS

Weed and Rid-o-Skid

DIAMOND TIRES

Prepare for Wet Weather Now

BOWSER

GASOLINE AND OIL TANKS

Pyrene Fire Extinguishers

FURNISH AUTOMOBILE FIRE PROTECTION FOR AUTO AND TRUCK OWNERS

Put on your car—$7.50 and $8.50

ARCHER AND WIGGINS
Oak Street, Comer Hall

EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE

BOWSER

GASOLINE AND OIL TANKS
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